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ANZAC Kupu

Read the words below and find the dictionarymeaning for each word. Then add a picture to visually showwhat the wordmeans.

Word Dictionarymeaning Meaning inmy ownwords Picture

ANZAC ANZAC stands for Australian and New Zealand
Army Corps

Australian and New Zealand Army Corps is
what ANZAC stands for.

Dawn service The Dawn Service is a time to reflect
in those quiet, peaceful moments
before dawn

A dawn service is when you wake up early in
the morning to show respect to the soldiers
who have died.



Gallipoli It means a beautiful city the original name
of the modern town of Gelibolu.

I think that it means early morning in the city
there is going to be a pretty sunset early in the
morning.

Remembrance A memory or recollection. Amemory of the people who have died in the
war



World War 1 World War I or the First World War (28 July
1914 – 11 November 1918) was a global
conflict between two coalitions: the Allies and
the Central Powers.

World War 1 was a global conflict between
two countries in the central of powers.

Pride a feeling that you respect yourself and
deserve to be respected by other
people

I think it means you bevelie yourself and you
have high hopes.



Fallen Falling Human Nature Fallen heroes like a soldier killed in a battle

Lest We Forget Borrowed from a line in a well-known poem written
in the 19th century, the phrase 'lest we forget'
means 'it should not be forgotten'.

Showing respect to the soldiers & the
army



Memorial something designed to
preserve the memory of a
person, event, etc., as a
monument or a holiday.

Something memorial for people to remember
the soldier from the war

Battlefield A battlefield, battleground, or field of
battle is the location of a present or
historic battle involving ground warfare.

I thought that battlefield means a special
field that you have war on.



Trench a long cut in the ground A pretty long cut in for the pipes

Parade a public procession, especially one
celebrating a special day or event

Similar to a party but to celebrate the ANZAC
day for the soilders



Wreaths A wreath is an arrangement of
flowers and leaves, usually in
the shape of a circle, which
you put on a grave or by a
statue to show that you
remember a person who has
died or people who have died.

Is shape like a circle with leaves & flowers
on them for decorations.

Soldiers Person who serves in the army for there
country. The people who were in the army



Medals a metal disc typically of the size of a large
coin and bearing an inscription or design,
made to commemorate an event or
awarded as a distinction to someone such
as a soldier or athlete.

For a the person who wins like a competition
or the olympics

In your ownwords, why is ANZAC day important?
Tip: use some of the words above to help you describe ANZAC day.

ANZAC is important because we have to wake up early in the morning to go to the dawn service to respect the soldiers who have passed on to save our country they died for us
so we can end the war & donʼt have a fight with other countries we are all want to have peace we all donʼt want to have another fight & having more people die just to save our
lives on the line we have to respect them because they died for us. The dawn service is where someone talks & we stay outside until daylight because i think thats how long they
fighted with the other countries cause their always prepared if they come & attacked where there staying some people stay up so some of them can have a rest so the people
can wake the soldiers up so they can fight for our country. Itʼs so important to respect the army & the soldiers who have past on remember they died so we can live if we were in
the war we would do the same thing to protect New Zealand & the elders who are sick we donʼt want them to die so we have to say thank you to them if you want you can the
the poppy & put it to the family member who was in the war. We have to respect them the died for our lives thank you the soldiers who are up in heaven for saving our lives we
thank you for dying for us & our countries thank you so much we appreciate it thank you bless you & where your at now we hope we can see you up there with god having the
time of your lifes up there thank you so much.
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